University Libraries Student Advisory Council  
Minutes  
9 November 2017

1. Introduction
   a. Attendance  
      Alex, ULSAC Chairperson
   b. Library liaison updates  
      Grace
      i. Ellis Signs – Thanksgiving Break
         1. New signs should be up after break
         2. What we voted on previously to change names to make
            things more aptly named
      ii. A&OER Initiative has been launched
         a. Textbooks and Course materials
         b. Reach out to Grace if you know any faculty interested
            in that
         c. Taylor and Mat (MSA) are also very helpful
      iii. Mizzou Made Stories
         1. Grace will send out some questions if you would like to have
            your story shared
         2. How Mizzou has enable you to do awesome stuff
         3. They would love some ULSAC people to talk about ULSAC,
            how it has helped your Mizzou experience, and how the
            libraries have impacted you

2. Old Business
   a. Furniture in Ellis 114 Feedback  
      Grace
      a. Should be updated, more comfortable furniture
      b. Autumn – possible to change the quiet room into a lounge area
         i. Informal space to hang out, similar to Bookmark
            1. Accommodates all types of study
         ii. Mobile whiteboards/glass boards
         iii. Different tech types
      c. Do we want individual or collaborative? Do we want quiet or
         informal?
      d. Large tables need to be 4-6 max
      e. If we would like quiet space, then limit size of congregational
         spaces
      f. GPC would prefer to keep the space a quiet space
g. LMT believes it should stay a quiet space
h. Decision: Keep it a quiet space
   i. Lounge/more comfortable feel
   ii. Still quiet
   iii. Separate individual locations from larger tables
i. Concern: Bookmark is constantly packed and there is no other lounge/relaxed space
   i. Note: the first floor is collaborative space, which we can make sure stays that way and make more informal
      1. Good to put in the SVP
j. Do we need a survey?
   i. Probably not.
   ii. Grace will send our feedback to the designers, they will send us a design, and then we can review and give them back feedback
k. Goal is to order furniture by January at the latest
l. Also, the plan is to add more outlets (in a more functional way)
m. Booths?
   i. Yes, make sure the table is large enough though
n. Tall tables? (like currently in bookmark)
   i. No
b. Library Ambassador Fund
   i. Trip to the Great Libraries
      a. Budget
      b. Criteria
         i. Year in School?
         ii. Previous Library Advocacy>
         iii. Future Library Involvement?
         iv. Why do you want to go on the trip?
         v. Anything else you would like LMT to know?
c. Blind application process
   d. LMT will stay objective
      i. Grace will be removed from the choosing of who attends
   e. Have a presentation after the trip to show new findings and emphasize it as a learning tool
f. How much time is necessary for you all to fill out an application?
   i. Applications
   g. Unanimous approval of budget

3. New Business
   a. Student org news & event promotion
   b. Student Vision Plan Check-In
      i. Progress So Far
         1. Send your document to Grace and Alex, even if it is rough
         2. Make sure to have the student needs that the library could need
         3. Check out Mathew Swan’s and Garren Wegener’s for great ideas on the length
      ii. Review of Template
         1. Good job Billy!

4. Open Forum
   a.